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What Luo Qing Chen didn’t know was that the man who was the center of attention was looking in her 

direction. 

At the same time, Wang Zi Hang who had been stunned by Luo Qing Chen’s words suddenly came back 

to his senses. 

He looked Luo Qing Chen’s back in front of him and felt it was unfamiliar…… 

Gu Ya Ru also came forward at this time and asked from beside him, “What is wrong with you?” 

“I feel that Luo Qing Chen…..is different today.” Wang Zi Hang knit his brows and felt a bit lost in his 

heart. 

Normally he played with this fool, but why was the fool playing with him. 

“Humph.” Gu Ya Ru deliberately pouted her lips in an unhappy manner, “I think that you’re only saying 

this because of how beautiful she looks today?” 

Although she was only the Wang Family’s maid, she knew that she was more important than this fool in 

Wang Zi Hang’s heart. 

She naturally also knew that Wang Zi Hang was engaged to this fool for the benefit of the family. 

It was because of this that she had already thought of how to break this engagement. 

Only it didn’t succeed…… 

“Ya Ru, I feel that Luo Qing Chen isn’t right today.” Wang Zi Hang took advantage of Luo Chi Mo not 

being beside her to move over to her again. 

She was holding a glass of blue champagne in her hand and there was a faint glow in her eyes. 

Gu Ya Ru saw that Wang Zi Hang was walking towards Luo Qing Chen in front of her and felt 

uncomfortable, but she still followed. 

“Xiao Qing Qing.” Wang Zi Hang lightly tapped her shoulder and said with a dazzling smile, “How about I 

get something for you to drink? Didn’t you like the drinks I mixed before?” 

Luo Qing Chen heard this and quickly took a step back with a frown. She coldly looked at Wang Zi Hang 

and said, “Two things.” 

“Ah?” Wang Zi Hang couldn’t respond to the meaning of Luo Qing Chen’s words and was stunned. 

“Doesn’t young miss Luo talk slow? It’s normal for her to speak simply.” Gu Ya Ru’s words were very 

soft, like it was a kind explanation, but the words didn’t sound nice when they entered her ears. 

She naturally knew that she was laughing at the previous host. 
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“You’re qualified to speak to me?” Luo Qing Chen shook the cocktail in her hand as she looked at Gu Ya 

Ru and said, “Don’t you know that you are the person with the lowest value in this banquet hall?” 

“You…..” Gu Ya Ru was stopped by these powerful words, her face turned a bit red. 

“No.” Luo Qing Chen said with a taunting smile, “You have no value! The people who deserve this word 

have at least a million dollars.” 

Gu Ya Ru felt like she was about to suffocate. Her lips kept trembling, but she couldn’t say a single word. 

The person in front of her was Luo Qing Chen? When she gently cursed her, she smiled like a fool. 

She was like a fool that didn’t know anything, this kind of young miss could only be bullied by her. 

But now…..every single one of her words were like needles, filling her with pain. 

Stabbing into her heart. 

“That, Xiao Qing…..” Wang Zi Hang was completely shocked by Luo Qing Chen’s aura and he was a bit 

nervous when he spoke. 

“First, don’t call me Xiao Qing Qing, we’re not close.” Luo Qing Chen cut him off without any hesitation, 

“Second, don’t come in front of me, I find it very annoying.” 
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Her words were very soft, but everyone around them could hear it clearly. 

Everyone looked at her in disbelief, as if they couldn’t believe those words came from the fool of the Luo 

Family. 

The people around were incomparably strong, they could be a binding rope no matter where they went. 

“Isn’t that the Luo Family’s young miss? I heard……” 

“Talk softly, we can’t offend the Luo Family!” 

“Wang Zi Hang said a few days ago at the nightclub that Luo Qing Chen listened to him, but now it 

doesn’t seem reliable…..” 

“You just listen to half his words, for that kind of power……” 

“Shh, don’t say it, it seems like he can hear us!” 

…… 

Wang Zi Hang felt like he had no face at all, but he could only endure. 

The two family’s cooperation was still ongoing, he couldn’t offend Luo Qing Chen at this time. 

He didn’t know why Luo Qing Chen suddenly became like this, could it be that she became enlightened 

before death? 

But even if she was pretending to be smart, he still had to endure it! 
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“Ai! Isn’t it young miss Luo?” Han Xi Er who had walked away saw the crowd and came over. 

She hooked Wang Zi Hang’s arm and said, “I am Zi Hang’s companion today, young miss Luo can’t hurt 

him!” 

When Han Xi Er said this, she also looked at Gu Ya Ru with a look of disdain. 

It was like she was the victor, standing high up. 

Naturally she knew that she was Wang Zi Hang’s saviour right now. 

Let’s see if he dares talk to this garbage maid and ignore her in the future. 

Wang Zi Hang’s expression became much better as he looked at Luo Qing Chen with a smile, 

“Xiao…..Qing…..Qing Chen must have drank too much, everyone please don’t look. A girl’s alcohol 

tolerance isn’t good!” 

Ai! His skill in changing the topic really wasn’t bad. 

It was a pity that she, Luo Qing Chen didn’t want to eat this. 

“He, he.” She pursed her lips and said with a cold laugh, “It seems like you know what kind of tolerance I 

have?” 

“You…..” Wang Zi Hang took a deep breath, “Everyone knows our relationship, Qing Chen, please don’t 

speak nonsense!” 

His final word had a very strict tone to it. 

Luo Qing Chen didn’t know that he almost couldn’t take it anymore. 

After all, Wang Zi Hang was a young master, young and prideful. Even if he had a purpose, he couldn’t 

be shamed like this! 

“Us?” Luo Qing Chen heard this and said with a look of disdain, “I really don’t know what kind of 

relationship we have!” 

“You are my fiancee!” Wang Zi Hang lowered his voice as he said, “Don’t force me…..” 

She was a fool, a fool since she was young. Even if she had the Luo Family’s support, how could she be 

this arrogant! 

He was laughed by so many people when he was engaged to this fool for his family’s benefits! 

She actually…..actually dared to say that they were related in front of all these people! 

“Fiancee?” Her eyes turned even colder as she looked at Wang Zi Hang and said, “It’s a pity, I…..am a 

height that you can’t reach.” 

“Si.” Everyone around them took a cold breath. 

Wang Zi Hang tightly bit his lips as his eyes seemed like flames would come out at any moment. 



In an instant, he finally couldn’t take Luo Qing Chen anymore as he roared, “Truly a joke! Really…..this 

really is a joke…..You think that anyone other than me would marry a fool like you?” 

Stop dreaming, he, he…..who would marry her? 

“Me.” A magnetic voice slowly sounded out, shocking everyone in the hall of the Royal Hotel. 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 20%.] 
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In an instant, everyone’s eyes were focused on Lu Xi Feng. 

He was wearing a blue tuxedo with his hands in his pockets and his eyes were deep without a bottom. 

“Lu…..Director Lu…..” Wang Zi Hang’s temper was completely gone the moment Lu Xi Feng spoke. 

His eyes and face were filled with disbelief and his face looked very awkward. 

As for Luo Qing Chen, she had a calm look on her face as she looked at Lu Xi Feng approach her. 

His eyes were very deep, so deep that she couldn’t see anything from them. 

She could only see a faint figure. 

But only Luo Qing Chen knew just how nervous she felt at that moment. 

There was a kind of feeling of a ‘victim’ slowly walking towards her. 

“Qing Chen didn’t tell you?” Lu Xi Feng stood by her and his slender fingers passed across her white 

wrist. 

What he felt wasn’t soft skin, but rather a thin cloth. 

Her hand trembled and Lu Xi Feng immediately used less strength as he softly touched the cloth. 

“She……” Wang Zi Hang was a bit embarrassed, but he still revealed a calm smile as he said, “Thank you 

to director Luo for caring for my fiancee. She is a bit dull sometimes, so it’s possible……” 

Although Wang Zi Hang had a flattering smile on his face, his heart was rather displeased. 

Even if Luo Qing Chen was a fool, the Wang Family and the Luo Family had already held the engagement 

party. 

Luo Qing Chen was his honest fiancee, but now another man was holding her and looking at him in 

contempt. 

It was like there was a big stone pressing on his heart and it was about to explode. 

“Fiancee?” Lu Xi Feng asked in the same tone as Luo Qing Chen. His eyes narrowed and his lips curled 

into a beautiful curve as he said, “Why did I hear her say that she is a height that you can’t reach!” 

“You…..” It was the same words, the words that Wang Zi Hang heated the most! 
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Why was it that everyone said those words to him. His family couldn’t compare to the Luo or Lu 

Families, but he was still someone worth millions! 

Wang Zi Hang clenched his fists and said, “Is director Luo stealing someone else’s lover? 

His tone had a trace of anger to it, but he knew that he couldn’t have a temper in front of Lu Xi Feng! 

He couldn’t offend the richest man in A City. 

“Lover?” Lu Xi Feng narrowed his cold eyes and softly said, “On the cruise liner three days ago, did 

young master Wang forget what happened?” 

Wang Zi Hang’s face instantly turned pale. 

He looked into Lu Xi Feng’s determined eyes and his heart skipped a beat. 

Could it be that the cruise liner had docked that day because of that matter? 

At that moment, not mentioning Wang Zi Hang, even Luo Qing Chen was a bit stunned. 

So the man standing beside her already knew everything…… 

There was a faint touched feeling that spread through her heart. 

Although everyone was confused, they could smell the scent of thick gunpowder between the three of 

them. 

Han Xi Er standing beside Wang Zi Hang suddenly took two steps forward. She looked at Lu Xi Er and 

said, “So director Lu’s partner today is young miss Luo, it seems like we really are a great couple!” 

Han Xi Er’s words had many layers of meaning, but there was only a single goal in the end. 

That was to get Lu Xi Feng’s attention. 

After all, when such a perfect and single man was standing by Luo Qing Chen’s side, her heart was filled 

with discomfort. 

Everyone said the Luo Family’s young miss was a fool, it seemed like the rumours were indeed wrong. 

She had never participated in any banquets and the first meeting was this shocking. 
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“She’s not my companion.” Lu Xi Feng said with a faint smile, “She is my, Lu Xi Feng’s fiancee from this 

day forth.” 

“Ah?” Luo Qing Chen said in a surprised voice. 

“What?” Wang Zi Hang said in a surprised voice. 

“My god…..” Han Xi Er said in a surprised voice. 

“Ze, ze.” Everyone else said. 
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Luo Qing Chen turned to look at Lu Xi Feng with her big and clear eyes, as her lashes trembled slightly. 

Lu Xi Feng slowly leaned over and whispered next to her ear, “Eleven dollars and thirty cents really isn’t 

enough……” 

“Pu.” Luo Qing Chen revealed an awkward smile. 

As expected, he knew everything. The goal of tonight’s banquet was to lure her in. 

“Director Lu……I feel that this kind of joke can’t be played.” Wang Zi Hang put his hands in his pockets as 

he looked up at him and said, “Luo Qing Chen and I have already been engaged, we…..” 

“Wang Zi Hang.” Luo Qing Chen cut him off as her lips curled into a scornful smile, “You think that 

something as cancelling an engagement is hard?” 

“You…..” Wang Zi Hang gritted his teeth and said, “You want to tear down this bridge?” 

He was in a very awkward position right now. Luo Qing Chen was very openly putting a green hat on 

him, he had to think of a way to take back his face. 

“Could it be that this isn’t what you wanted?” Lu Xi Feng looked at the security guard behind him and 

the security guard said something into the radio on his chest before a man was brought out. 

Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes to look at the man brought out by the two security guards, she 

remembered a certain memory from the cruise! 

That person was the man who was waiting at the door to her room! 

Wang Zi Hang’s face turned green when he saw him. He was curious why he couldn’t contact him. 

So the reason was…… 

“It wasn’t my fault…..It was all young master Wang Zi Hang…..who…..who had me go to young miss Luo’s 

room. He said that he had already…..given her the drug.” 

Before he finished, Luo Chi Mo who had just come out of the washroom heard this and charged forward, 

sending a fist into Wang Zi Hang’s face. 

“My little sister even said good things about you, you trash!” Luo Chi Mo said through gritted teeth, “If I 

see you again, I will beat you up every time!” 

Wang Zi Hang was knocked to the ground and his face was swollen. Gu Ya Ru beside him quickly came 

forward to help him up as she said with a tearful face, “How can you rich people be like this, everything 

is all one sided. How could you hurt someone without any proof!” 

Gu Ya Ru had two goals. One, it was to make the young master notice her existence and two, it was to 

avoid Wang Zi Hang throwing her out to save himself. 

After all, she had thought of this method. 

Now that she came forward to protect him, he wouldn’t be that shameless to throw her out. 



“There were cameras on the cruise ship, it would be too easy to prove these things.” Lu Xi Feng said in a 

cold voice and deep eyes. 

Of course he knew that she had been drugged by her so-called finance, the little demon in his heart had 

already come out. 

He used his own means to find the culprits and was waiting for this moment to reveal everything. 

“Don’t say it!” Wang Zi Hang stumbled up and said through gritted teeth, “Director Lu can tell me if you 

like her, there’s no need to do all of this.” 

He didn’t say anything else, he just hobbled out of the banquet hall looking disgraced. 

In his eyes, Lu Xi Feng was someone who picked up his broken shoes, it wasn’t anything special! 
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After the banquet at the Venice Royal Hotel, everyone in the rich circle knew that Luo Qing Chen was 

the girl Lu Xi Feng liked. 

Luo Lin was in a rather good mood. Since he knew that Wang Zi Hang was completely using his daughter, 

he cut off all deals with the Wang Family. 

Even if there were some losses, this was only a small amount for the Luo Family, but this could be 

considered half the life of the Wang Family. 

As for the engagement, Lu Xi Feng moved very quickly, visiting the next day. 

“Director Lu.” Luo Lin personally came to greet this guest, Luo Qing Chen was still sleeping upstairs. 

“Uncle doesn’t need to be this polite.” Lu Xi Feng gave a slight bow. Every action he had was very polite, 

making every parent who saw this unable to not be happy. 

“Quickly call the young miss to get up, it’s already this late and she’s still sleeping.” Luo Lin said seriously 

to Xiao Chun behind him. 

“It’s fine, uncle.” Lu Xi Feng said with a faint smile, “I came looking for you this time.” 

In less than five minutes, Luo Lin had already completely sold his daughter. 

Moreover, he received a call for a meeting right after, so he said to Lu Xi Feng in an embarrassed 

manner, “I’m sorry director Lu, I’m afraid I have to head out for some business.” 

“Uncle is too reserved to call me director Lu.” Lu Xi Feng said with a polite smile, “You can just call me Xi 

Feng.” 

Luo Lin gave a very happy nod as he said, “My daughter is blessed.” 

After that, he turned to say to Xiao Chun, “Bring young master Luo around and take care of him.” 

“Uncle, have a safe journey.” Lu Xi Feng narrowed his eyes, but he didn’t plan on leaving at all. 

Although she was still sleeping, he still wanted to see her. 
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He just wanted to take a look…… 

When Xiao Chun was pouring a cup of water, Lu Xi Feng went upstairs. 

Finally he stopped at a room at the end of the third floor, the door wasn’t locked. 

He knocked on the door like a gentleman and there was a lazy voice that came from inside, “Come in.” 

It was a Mediterranean styled room with a faint lavender scent. 

Luo Qing Chen was wearing pink Hello Kitty pyjamas with a mask on her face and a toothbrush in her 

mouth. There was also a large bow that was on her head. 

“Xiao Chun, you…..” 

The toothbrush fell to the ground and her world froze in that moment. 

Lu Xi Feng was wearing a light blue sweater and his gelled hair was swept to the side today. With his 

hands in his pocket, there was a youthful taste to him. 

His lips slightly curled up as a warm look filled his eyes. 

“Ah!” A deafening scream filled the entire Luo Family mansion. 

Her first reaction was to charge in front of Lu Xi Feng and use all her strength to close the door on him! 

What was this situation? Why didn’t Lu Xi Feng contact her ahead of time, didn’t they exchange phone 

numbers? 

He could tell her if he was going to come, her heart’s capacity was small alright? He couldn’t scare her 

like this! 

No, any girl would have a red face in that situation and would want to jump into a hole! 

Ten minutes later, she opened the door again and Lu Xi Feng was leaning against a wall. 

She first looked left and saw that no one was there. 

Then she looked right and met his deep eyes. 

He looked at Luo Qing Chen who had finished dressing with a faint warmth in his eyes. His magnetic 

voice slowly sounded, “I still feel that your appearance before is cuter.” 

“You…..” Her face turned red in embarrassment as she said, “What are you doing here?” 

“Proposal?” He said with a chuckle, “After all, in my eyes, there are responsibilities tied even with an 

attempt!” 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 30%.] 
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The winter show arrived on schedule with everyone’s hard work and Wang Ze became an A Team’s big 

designer. 
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Bai Shi Shi was nervous backstage. Last time they had only received a single point and that was only one 

person out of seventy judges voting for them. 

It was one point last time and it was one point the time before that! 

“Please, please, I hope for one more point this time!” Bai Shi Shi held her hands in prayer as she wore 

the maple leaf outfit. With her eyes sparkling, she seemed so cute. 

It was like a little loli had come out of the two dimensional world…… 

No, it was a big loli. 

But facts proved that being tall meant you could wear cute clothes. Clothes weren’t limited, it depended 

on how the one wearing them saw it. 

“Don’t be last, don’t be last!” Momo was holding her powder brush, helping Bai Shi Shi put on her 

makeup as she didn’t forget to pray. 

Luo Qing Chen felt a vibration in her pocket as a text message from a certain director Lu came. 

(Something came up today, I’ll be there a bit late. ——Lu Xi Feng.) 

Luo Qing Che’s lips curled as she quickly typed on the screen. 

(Ok! But bring a mango shake! ——Luo Qing Chen.) 

“Ding ling——” 

(Drink unhealthy things less. ——Lu Xi Feng.) 

(??? ——Luo Qing Chen.) 

“Urgent notice, urgent notice.” The design department’s director rushed in front of everyone and said, 

“Tonight’s winter show will be an auction and director Luo is also coming. Everyone stay focused, we 

have to put everything we have into this show!” 

Bai Shi Shi heard this and she became even more nervous. 

“It’s an auction…..” Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes as she muttered to herself, “The winter show isn’t 

a big show after all, why did it suddenly become an auction.” 

“Qing Chen…..I’m a bit nervous!” Bai Shi Shi looked up and wanted to say something, but she was 

interrupted by Xu Nai not far away. 

“With your status, what are you nervous about?” Xu Nai flashed her white tutu and her lips curled into a 

charming smile as she said, “Ai! Let me take a good look at you, I thought that you really came out of the 

two dimensional world! Can this design even be called a design!” 

“Milan Fashion Week’s famous designer Tom once said that a person who judged a set before seeing the 

whole thing either has bad eyes or is an idiot.” Luo Qing Chen crossed her arms as her lips curled into a 

cold smile, “I wonder which one young miss Xu Nai is?” 



“It’s you again!” Xu Nai’s red lips opened slightly as she said with a fierce look, “Just stay arrogant! After 

tonight, if you can still stay in the Lu Group, I will write my name upside down!” 

After being bullied by this small designer last time, she had contacted several mid level judges of the Lu 

Group. 

If their team was last again, they could contact the design department’s director and kick them out of 

the Lu Group. 

Everything was ready, now to begin! 

“He, he.” Luo Qing Chen gave two cold laughs, “Don’t say too much, who knows who’ll be staying and 

who’ll be leaving! Then again, your name upside down doesn’t sound that good.” 

“Alright!” Xu Nai pointed at her face and said, “I want to see how long you can stay this arrogant.” 

“Qing Chen, forget it.” Bai Shi Shi pulled her sleeve and said in a low voice, “I heard that she has a good 

relationship with a higher floor leader, you don’t know about these relationships since you’re new.” 

Bai Shi Shi wasn’t a coward, only people had to endure sometimes in a workplace. 

After all, flexible people always went further. 
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Luo Qing Chen narrowed her cold eyes as she watched Xu Nai leave before a chill radiated from her. 

She thought that she was a star, shining wherever she went. 

She didn’t know that she was a target, she really was dazzling. 

“Although I also hate Xu Nai very much…..” Momo on the side sadly pouted her lips and lowered her 

head as she said, “But offending her like this, we won’t have a good day……” 

“It’s fine, it’s fine.” Bai Shi Shi comforted her, “Anyway it’s already pretty bad, it’s fine if it gets worse!” 

“Ai.” Luo Qing Chen looked over and said, “There is an old saying, one will be saved unexpectedly! 

Everyone just needs to do your best and leave the rest to the judges!” 

“It’s fine not to talk about the judges, but your heart hurts when you do!” Momo said with a sigh, “I 

really want to know who votes for us each time. If I knew, I would definitely invite him to a meal!” 

At least it wasn’t a snob! 

Luo Qing Chen gave a soft laugh before looking at the time, “I need to go out, Shi Shi, do your best. If 

something happens, Momo or Xiao Yi can call me!” 

“Go ahead!” Bai Shi Shi said with pouted lips, “I’m not afraid……” 

This was her first time without Wang Ze by her side and this was her first time walking down the catwalk 

without Wang Ze’s designs. 

Although she was a bit lost, it felt like walking on the catwalk for the first time in her heart. 
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If everything was done over again, she still had a chance……A chance to fight. 

Luo Qing Chen waved her hand and said, “I’ll be under the stage, don’t panic.” 

She found a dressing room and quickly changed her pure white sweater with a red coat and she put on a 

hat with two small ears up top. She put on large sunglasses that covered two thirds of her face and 

added in a mask! 

Un, perfect! 

When she left backstage, she passed by Xu Nai with a certain judge. 

Xu Nai couldn’t recognize her at all, she was talking to the judge in a coquettish voice. 

“Leader Zhang, you know our Hundred Charm Team, we’re in the top ten each year. We have this ability 

and will strive for first!” 

“Un! I know……But this time director Lu is here and I’m afraid that it needs to be more strict!” 

“Aiya, leader Zhang! There is a beach party the day after tomorrow, my sisters haven’t seen leader 

Zhang in a long time and miss you very much!” 

“Oh?” The man seemed a bit moved as his lips couldn’t help curling, “That C girl last time wasn’t bad.” 

“Aiya, little sister C is always telling me how she thinks of you!” 

“Alright! I’ll call you the day after when I have time!” 

“Then we’re done talking about it!” Xu Nai narrowed her eyes and a thick charm appeared in her sulking 

voice. 

– 

Luo Qing Chen was too lazy to care about her since each team leader only had a single point. Last year’s 

champion had won with twenty one points, this showed how competitive it was. 

It seems like Lu Xi Feng’s secretary should have spread out his thirty points. 

She fixed her sunglasses and headed towards the VIP seats on the second floor. 

Lu Xi Feng was surrounded by many models, but they were all stopped by the security guards. 

It seemed like he just needed to casually sit there and he would become the center of attention, not 

wasting any effort at all. 

Luo Qing Chen half walked and half squeezed over, but was pushed back by one of the girls. 

She arrogantly rolled her eyes and said, “What are you pushing for, do you think that you can pass?” 

Less than three seconds later, the security guard immediately came over, “Young miss Luo, this way 

please.” 

Luo Qing Chen cleared her throat and looked at this person who had been ‘slapped three seconds later’, 

“The world isn’t that dark, the place you can’t go doesn’t mean that other people can’t!” 
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That person lowered their head in shame even though they weren’t convinced. 

But this wrapped up person was invited by director Lu, she couldn’t say anything. She could only 

obediently move to the side. 

Lu Xi Feng really was powerful. She came up from the side stairs and he quickly knew where she was. 

“Powerful director Lu, how did you know I was here?” Luo Qing Chen sat down beside him and pushed 

up her sunglasses, “I almost thought that I had called your beforehand!” 

Lu Xi Feng was sitting in the VIP seat on the second floor with the best view of the show. 

He didn’t close the door earlier because he was waiting for her, but he gave a look to the security guards 

after she came and the models with expectant looks were all blocked outside the door. 

“In the entire hall, there is no one else who is dressed like you……” Lu Xi Feng took out a mango shake 

from the bag for her, “Here.” 

“Wa! You actually went to buy it!” Luo Qing Chen took a sip and felt she was stunned. 

The rich mango taste flowed into her mouth. This shake had a very strong taste, sweet with a touch of 

sour, it was simply delicious! 

“You…..” She took two sips and praised him, “This really is amazing, where did you buy it?” 

This kind of great mango shake, she had to remember the address. 

“It was made by my five star chef.” His nice and magnetic voice sounded beside her ear, “It’s good that 

it’s delicious.” 

It was an understatement, he didn’t feel like what he did was worth the other side feeling moved. 

Luo Qing Chen looked at him before looking at him again. She said with a faint smile, “I never thought 

that director Lu is so caring! It really is delicious, thank you!” 

She thought that he would buy something on the way, but she never thought that he would personally 

deliver something that his chef had made to stop her from eating those kinds of things. 

Lu Xi Feng’s beautiful black eyes sparkled and his lips curled, “If you like it, you can also take my chef.” 

“Really?” Luo Qing Chen felt this proposal wasn’t bad. 

“Un, but there is a very small additional condition!” Lu Xi Feng gave a thoughtful nod, “Because the 

chef’s dishes are too delicious, the other people in my family aren’t used to eating anything other than 

his food.” 

Luo Qing Chen felt like she was being trapped, so she pouted her lips and said, “Director Lu wouldn’t be 

talking about yourself, right!” 
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“Un.” Lu Xi Feng raised his hand and squeezed her revealed little nose, “My, Lu Xi Feng’s fiancee really is 

intelligent.” 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 50%.] 

Without knowing why, when he was with this girl, he always felt like he wasn’t himself. 

He didn’t like her drinking cold drinks, he didn’t like her sleeping late, he didn’t like her…..looking at 

other men. 

Last time they passed a dessert shop, she said she liked drinking mango shakes. 

He always felt the things outside weren’t good, so he had his chef always place two cups in his 

refrigerator each day. 

If she wanted to drink it, it would be there anytime! 

Luo Qing Chen was surprised as she looked at the man in front of her. 

She felt that under his elegant appearance, there was a little demon that no one could beat in his heart. 

With this black bellied personality, he stepped on her life one step at a time. 

The most terrifying thing was that she actually liked this feeling. This feeling of being spoiled by this little 

demon with an angel’s appearance. 
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“Director Lu, the winter show will be starting in five minutes. This is the list of models.” The security 

guard respectfully handed over the list. Lu Xi Feng didn’t even open it as he handed it to Luo Qing Chen 

and said with a gentle voice, “If you like anything, when the scoring is over, you can bid on it.” 

The bidding at a fashion shop was for the exclusive rights to the series of clothes. Most of the people 

participating were from clothing brands or private design teams. 

After buying it, they would mass produce it in stores. 

This was the other meaning to this auction. 

Luo Qing Chen never thought that her clothes would be up for bids, but rather it would just be scored. 

Even if she couldn’t take first place, she definitely wouldn’t be last. 

She hoped that her contrasting colour idea could light up the eyes of the judges. 

“Welcome everyone to the Lu Group’s annual winter show. As the world’s greatest model company, we 

strive to be at the peak of the fashion world…..” After the host took the stage, he first bragged about the 

‘Lu Group’ before officially starting the show. 

“Next we ask the Hundred Charm Team to demonstrate to us the «the beginning of a dream» in their 

hearts. 

The background music started, it was Jay Chou’s Dandelion Promise. 
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As the first model to appear, Xu Nai naturally drew the attention of many judges. Adding in the fact that 

she gave flirty kisses as she walked on the catwalk, it created cheers in the crowd! 

“What does miss fiancee think about this set?” Lu Xi Feng gave her a serious look as his lips curled into a 

dazzling smile. 

“It’s so ugly that it hurts to look!” Luo Qing Chen touched her ear and said, “She thinks that she’s a fish, 

all those dazzling scales on her!” 

It can’t be that Lu Xi Feng likes this and was planning to vote for her, right! 

Luo Qing Chen thought: If that was true, she would take one hundred points from the Lu Group! 

Seeing her somewhat angry appearance, his lips curled slightly, “Smart people have the same opinion!” 

“Un, un.” She heard this and looked at him seriously as she gave a nod. 

He really was the richest man in A City, his eyes weren’t bad! 

The following models wore what she had predicted, most of the designers had focused on white. 

After fifteen minutes, she felt her eyes were a bit tired. 

There was only lace, chiffon, and the occasional sequin in front of her. 

It didn’t look bad, but it was considered too traditional. 

Luo Qing Chen took the list and found that the Dream Team was rather close to the end. 

She wasn’t interested in this kind of show. Since she had large sunglasses, she leaned on the sofa and 

closed her eyes a bit. 

She never thought that she had almost overslept. 

When the Dream Team came onto the stage, it was Lu Xi Feng who woke her up. 

“Look how tired you are.” He held her hand in a pained manner, “After this is over, you can have a 

proper sleep.” 

She didn’t react to the meaning in Lu Xi Feng’s words when Bai Shi Shi came onto the stage. 

“Si.” The crowd fell into an uproar instantly. 

The sounds of whispers continued to grow, some accepting it and some denying it. It wasn’t anything 

that couldn’t be accepted. 

Because the Dream Team didn’t have many models, she could only change clothes within a minute, 

unlike the other teams that had five people walk up together. 

But Bai Shi Shi was very professional, moving very fast backstage and looking quite good onstage. 

She wore the main outfit for the last walk, the long coat with the big elk hat made people’s eyes light up. 
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“Is this the team that was last at the last winter show!” 

“It seems like…..Wang Ze’s team. The design is quite conservative!” 

“Didn’t Wang Ze go to A Team? Who was the designer who designed this?” 

“I never heard of them, they should be new!” 

…… 

After Bai Shi Shi finished, it was the Marilyn Team led by Wang Ze. 

The first model on stage made Luo Qing Chen give a cold sigh, “This really is saving on cloth……” 

Luna was wearing a backless ice blue skirt and there was only a little cloth covering where her butt was. 

Luo Qing Chen turned and asked Lu Xi Feng, “What do you think about this?” 

After a while, Lu Xi Feng said with slightly cold eyes, “I think that the Lu Group can still afford this bit of 

cloth.” 

“Pu.” Luo Qing Chen gave a slight snort, “These clothes are good for a show, but who would actually buy 

these!” 

There were many kinds of backless dress, but there wasn’t a need to show the entire back, alright? 

“Un.” His eyes had a faint sparkle as he said, “My fiancee’s words are reasonable.” 

After the final team had finished, the stage lit up. 

All the names of the teams were put on the screen and the host’s passionate voice rang out, “Now let us 

welcome all the models onto the stage with passionate applause to witness this exciting scene!” 

“Pa, pa, pa, pa.” There was a round of applause. 

The host continued, “Next we invite the judges to say a few words.” 

Leader Wang was the first to speak, “I feel that the Hundred Charm Team was very in line with the 

theme this time. The white wedding dress with a bit of embellishment. I can only say…..that it really was 

great!” 

“Thank you judges!” Xu Nai gave a bow as she revealed a proud look. 

Another judge named old Wang commented, “This time the Marilyn Team’s breakthrough was very 

good. This show allowed me to see a different side of designer Wang Ze, this bold creativity with little 

embellishment really is professional!” 

“This, I disagree with old Wang’s idea slightly.” A elegant youth with glasses slowly said, “I feel that it 

was the worst design of the winter show.” 

Luo Qing Chen heard this and narrowed her eyes to look at the name plate in front of the youth. It was a 

good thing the name plate was big enough, otherwise she couldn’t see it from her position. 

That youth was called Lin Xing. 



He didn’t seem to feel the embarrassment of the host and continued, “This is the winter show and a 

dress that shows the back is a very bad idea. Furthermore, I heard that there are many big names at the 

show today, there’s little market for a dress that shows this much back, would they bid for it?” 

“Un, it is indeed like this.” The host warmed the audience while following, “I would be embarrassed to 

wear this!” 

After that, another judge named Wan You Cai raised his plate and said, “I feel that although the clothes 

designed by the Dream Team didn’t suit the theme, the overall feel was quite dazzling. I heard that it is a 

new designer, this design isn’t bad!” 

Bai Shi Shi’s heart jumped up as she quickly said with a bow, “Thank you judges.” 

Wang Ze backstage looked at Bai Shi Shi with complicated feelings in his heart. 

Luo Qing Chen in the VIP stands nodded in agreement as she said, “He has good eyes.” 

Lu Xi Feng sitting by her saw this and revealed a smile…… 


